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“rough! Tough! real Stuff!”: 
music, militarism, and 




Good- bye to Texas University,
So long to the orange and the white
Good luck to the dear old Texas Aggies
They are the boys that show the real old fight
“The Eyes of Texas Are Upon You,”
That is the song they sing so well,—
So Good- bye to Texas University,
We’re going to beat you all to ——.
Chig- gar- roo- gar- rem!
Chig- gar- roo- gar- rem!
Rough! Tough! Real Stuff! Texas A&M.
—James Vernon Wilson’s lyrics to “The Aggie War Hymn” (1918)
in 1918 a Texas A&m university (A&m) student named James Vernon 
Wilson was stationed in germany as part of the united States’ opera-
tions during the First World War. While on guard duty along the rhine 
river, he penned a set of lyrics centered on the rivalry between his alma 
mater and the longhorns of the university of Texas at Austin (uT).1 
Following the war, Wilson returned to campus with the lyrics in tow 
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and performed the song several times with a quartet of A&m students. 
During this time, Wilson’s song was known by a few different names, 
including “The battle Hymn of A. & m.” and “good- bye to Texas uni-
versity.” The latter was the title of the song’s initial copyright in 1921, 
along with the subtitle “The Aggie War Hymn,” which would eventually 
become the name most associated with the tune.2
 Wilson’s original verse contains a total of thirteen lines. of these, five 
either directly reference uT or describe the school by association. in these 
lines, Wilson rejects both the colors associated with the rival institution 
and its fight song, “The eyes of Texas.”3 Customarily, when A&m sup-
porters—referred to as “Aggies” in the song—sing the line that shares 
its text with uT’s fight song, the audience members shout “sounds like 
hell” before continuing on to the next line, contributing an additional 
insult to the phrase “The eyes of Texas.”4 Four of “The War Hymn’s” lines 
extol A&m, but only by comparison to the longhorns. The first instance 
of this occurs as Wilson wishes the Aggies “good luck” before stating 
that they “are the boys that show the real old fight.” because of this 
phrase’s position in between two explicit references to the longhorns, 
one understands that the Aggies “show the real old fight” in contrast to 
the players from uT. This message is reiterated in the song’s final line, 
“rough! Tough! real Stuff!” Wilson’s use of the word “real” in both lines 
signifies the Aggies as being bona fide, possessing the moral and athletic 
aptitude that constitutes the masculine values the song espouses while 
maintaining that the longhorns lack such characteristics. Furthermore, 
the song’s only first- person- plural pronoun occurs toward the end of 
the verse, with “we’re” shifting the song’s perspective from that of an 
outsider commenting on a heated rivalry to that of an Aggie full of insti-
tutional bias. This transformation culminates with the line, “We’re going 
to beat you all to [hell].”5 The lyrics’ other four lines consist of nonsense 
syllables taken from two already extant Aggie “yells” (phrases chanted in 
unison by a crowd, effectively identical to cheers), “Hullabaloo, Caneck! 
Caneck!” and “Chig- gar- roo- gar- rem!” These chants, alongside many 
others, originated at A&m in the early twentieth century as a practice 
in the school’s Corps of Cadets, a student military organization. At foot-
ball games, cadet leaders guided students through yells in the stands. 
They also led these cheers during the pregame period and at halftime, 
when the entire corps formed a mass block “T” formation on the field. 
John A. Adams describes the practice as initially being a form of “crowd 
control” that eventually became “a major force to direct the ‘old pep’ of 
the students.”6
 While most college football programs are not as clearly connected to 
militarism as the Aggies, martial associations are central components 
to college football culture. Discourses associated with war are one of 
the primary means by which football’s violence is valorized as a crucial 
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“man- building” activity. Football has been connected to martial music 
since the sport’s emergence in the years immediately following the Amer-
ican Civil War. From the first intercollegiate game between rutgers and 
princeton on November 6, 1869, American football has been a battle for 
territory between opposing forces, with various rules and specializations 
dictating how each side may engage with the other. The wind bands of 
college football’s soundscape allude to how intertwined football and mil-
itarism are, as many collegiate football marching bands are descendants 
of military- affiliated musical ensembles that were established on college 
campuses across the united States shortly after the Civil War.7 As football 
grew in popularity, its militaristic qualities were championed as instilling 
participants with core American values. During World War ii, general 
george C. marshall (1880–1959), then the uS Army chief of staff, gave the 
following order, “i want an officer for a secret and dangerous mission. 
i want a West point football player.”8 Years later, at a coach- of- the- year 
dinner in 1960, robert Kennedy (1925–68) proclaimed, “except for war, 
there is nothing in American life which trains a boy better for life than 
football.”9 Similar sentiments earned his brother, president John F. Ken-
nedy (1917–63), a place hosting the coach- of- the- year award ceremony 
for the National Football Foundation in 1961. The organization cited his 
“believing firmly in the important role played by amateur athletics in 
the development of leadership qualities and moral values in American 
youth” as his primary qualification, further connecting American “moral 
values” with militarism.10 This statement reflects what Ken mcleod 
describes as a “warrior ethos” that “reinforced the pressure on American 
males to live up to a masculine heroic ideal of the ‘fight.’”11
 Such associations with militarism prompt consideration of the very 
title of A&m’s “Aggie War Hymn,” which associates football with battle 
and battle with religious worship. There is not much to speak of musi-
cally that justifies the presence of the word “hymn” in the song’s title. The 
lyrics themselves make no mention of spiritual matters, and the music is 
hardly reminiscent of hymnody, moving at a march tempo, with specta-
tors singing in unison rather than in harmony. it is more likely that the 
term “hymn” signifies that the song’s content can be read as doctrine 
for A&m supporters. Aggies function as a cultural group united by ritu-
als that hold near- religious significance for its members. Their creed is 
stated in their hymn, and their gatherings—the games—are moments 
of sacred importance that position individuals within a congregation of 
like- minded persons, communicate cultural values, and are crucial com-
ponents of the process of societal indoctrination. To this “religious” body, 
wars—both in the metaphorical games being played on the field and in 
the literal military practices with which A&m has long- standing connec-
tions—provide the opportunity to develop the idealized, even mytho-
logical, masculine qualities possessed by the athletic heroes representing 
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their institution. A true Aggie is described as “rough!” and “Tough!,” 
as “show[ing] the real old fight,” and, presumably, as being capable of 
beating any uT representative “to hell.” in each instance, masculine value 
is based upon one’s physical abilities and endurance. one must have 
grit to be an Aggie, as Aggies possess grit of a larger quantity and more 
conservative purity (“real old”) than that of their opponents. indeed, the 
song’s cases of emphasizing the “realness” of an Aggie’s “stuff” or “old 
fight” can be read as a sort of religious obsession with purity, searching 
for a sort of authentic masculinity: a testosterone- driven manliness that 
is burly and ready to kick some ass.
 This article explores music’s role in the enculturation of this brand of 
masculinity within college football soundscapes, drawing on film and 
communication theory to form a critical lens for reading fieldwork i con-
ducted over the 2013 college football season. During this time frame, i 
traveled to sixteen institutions (see table 1) in the Football bowl Subdivi-
sion of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), researching 
the narrative function of music within college football stadiums. The 
universities represented in this study span locations from Florida to ore-
gon, and each institution is a member of the five largest and wealthiest 
conglomerates of university athletic departments, known as the “power 
Five,” including the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), the big 10, the 
Table 1. institutions included in 2013 research Sample
Date City Home institution Conference
August 31 Atlanta, gA georgia institute of Technology  
(gT)
ACC
September 7 miami, Fl university of miami (miami) ACC
September 14 Tallahassee, Fl Florida State university (FSu) ACC
September 21 Columbus, oH ohio State university (oSu) big 10
September 28 morgantown, WV West Virginia university (WVu) big 12
october 5 Ann Arbor, mi university of michigan (miCH) big 10
october 10 los Angeles, CA university of Southern California 
(uSC)
pac 12
october 12 pasadena, CA university of California at los 
Angeles (uClA)
pac 12
october 19 Stanford, CA Stanford university (STAN) pac 12
october 26 eugene, or university of oregon (uo) pac 12
November 2 bloomington, iN indiana university (iu) big 10
November 7 Waco, TX baylor university (bu) big 12
November 9 College Station, TX Texas A&m university (A&m) SeC
November 16 Austin, TX university of Texas at Austin (uT) big 12
November 23 West lafayette, iN purdue university (pur) big 10
November 30 lexington, KY university of Kentucky (uK) SeC
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big 12, the pacific 12 (pac 12), and the Southeastern Conference (SeC). 
i attended a game at each of these institutions, collecting and recording 
information about the musical practices in college football stadiums. i 
also interviewed individual agents who impact the soundscape of their 
respective stadiums, such as a member of the marching band staff and/
or a representative of the athletic department’s production team. by criti-
cally reading the total body of this fieldwork through the lens established 
below, i map the soundscape of a college football stadium—including 
music played by the band and over the public address system, as well 
as cheers—onto a linear progression of militarized masculinity shared 
between both film and football contexts in which the male form is glam-
orized, subjected to violent physical trials, and then glorified as a result 
of those trials.
Staging Masculinity
in paul Smith’s analysis of Clint eastwood’s portrayals of masculinity in 
film, Smith theorizes that displays of men possessing qualities such as 
those espoused by “The Aggie War Hymn” and shared by eastwood’s 
famous tough- guy roles provide pleasure to viewers/spectators in three 
consequent stages, acting as a sort of mythological hero archetype.12 in 
the first, men are appreciated for their form as it exists in its context, 
whether stationary or in motion, against landscapes or in urban environ-
ments. This stage is always followed by the second, “the destruction of 
that body. That is[,] the heroic man is always physically beaten, injured, 
and brought to breaking point.” The third stage follows, which “provides 
the security and comfort of closure, and is a crucial element in the produc-
tion of spectatorial pleasure,” allowing the hero “to emerge triumphant 
within the movie’s narrative line.” Smith summarizes these stages as a 
“three- stage shift from objectification to masochism to empowerment,” 
noting that the process allows for “the conservation of norms of male 
sexuality within the discourses of popular culture.”13 given the impor-
tant role of sports, and of contact sports in particular, in the enculturation 
and preservation of similar constructions of masculinity, it is useful to 
consider how Smith’s process transfers to sporting contexts, particularly 
to contact sports such as football, hockey, boxing, and rugby. Addition-
ally, Smith relies largely on cinematography analysis in his study, but 
the musical element of mediated entertainment also serves an important 
function in this process, as is demonstrated below by applying Smith’s 
theory to this study’s fieldwork.
 in the case of college football, music serves as one of the primary signi-
fiers as the athletes move through Smith’s three stages. The first involves 
the introduction of the players to the field of play, whether in warm- up 
periods or, as occurs in many sports, as they are individually introduced 
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over the public- address (pA) systems. in this stage, musical selections 
reflect institutional or individual accomplishments. The second period 
consumes most of the event’s time frame, as athletes struggle against 
their opposition, facing physical trials as they seek to find victory. This is 
the primary space in which martial sonic signifiers are used to associate 
the trials of the players with those of battle. When injuries occur in this 
section, play stops to allow injured players to receive medical attention 
and be helped off the field of play, occasionally to be taken directly to 
a hospital for treatment. Typically, during these moments all musical 
activity ceases, separating these instances of vivid reality from the rest 
of the pageantry- saturated event. Surrogate players quickly replace these 
individuals, and the game’s physical trials continue toward their conclu-
sion. The third stage, in which the hero “emerges triumphant,” occurs 
in two distinct but not mutually exclusive ways. The first and most 
obvious method is by winning the contest, succeeding in the quest to 
dominate physically one’s opponent. The second is by achieving some 
deeper level of personal understanding through the trial. Frequently, 
sports commentators will refer to teams who played well but still lost 
as achieving a “moral victory.” This phrase highlights the supposed 
inherent value of these masculine trials: even in losses, players learn 
life lessons regarding teamwork, overcoming adversity, and pushing 
beyond perceived limitations. To blend the sports and film applications 
of this theory together, consider the message of Rocky (1976), a movie in 
which a male boxer achieves peak physical condition through grueling 
training, faces the ultimate trial in his climactic match, and loses, but 
he understands more about himself, his family, and his career through 
his ordeal. These lessons provide a sense of “triumph” despite his ath-
letic defeat. in college football, these moments are musically celebrated 
with the performance of institution- specific selections that celebrate the 
accomplishments of the team and its history.
 in this context, the physical trials that take place between athletes in 
college football act as moral lessons. players are broken so that they may 
emerge as warriors. Additionally, college football’s process of struggle 
acts as a crucial component in yielding the “rough! Tough! real Stuff!” 
that is championed by the sport’s culture as being intrinsic to American-
ness. Similarly, Sue Curry Jansen posited the term “warspeak” as a means 
of referring to the use of martial language in sporting contexts during 
the persian gulf War in her consideration of the role of language in per-
petuating associations between militarism and sport. examples of war-
speak in football include commentators describing players as “fighting 
and dying” or being “on the front lines.”14 Jansen extends the gulf War’s 
scope to the 1991 Super bowl (XXV) in Tampa, Florida, between the buf-
falo bills and the New York giants, which was staged as a war spectacle 
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involving a barricaded stadium, X- ray security searches of 72,500 fans, 
antiterrorist squadrons in the stands, hand- waving- size American flags 
distributed to every seat, a rousing rendition of the national anthem by 
Whitney Houston, and a halftime speech by president george H. W. 
bush. The drama was heightened by the probability of interruptions of 
the game coverage for news bulletins about new Scud missile attacks 
on israel or Saudi Arabia or other combat action.15
 This article extends Jansen’s concept of warspeak to “warsound” as 
a means of considering the sonic environment of a football game as it 
pertains to the narrative of physical trial as masculine trait. For these 
purposes, this article divides warsound into two categories of signifiers: 
sounds directly representative of the military tradition and musical selec-
tions connected with militarism through cinematic associations. These 
are not comprehensive possibilities but rather lenses through which one 
may consider the density of the network connecting college football, 
militarism, and masculinity. Additionally, any stage of Smith’s “east-
wood bound” progression may draw upon one or both categories of 
warsound, as is reflected in the stage- based discussions below.
 This article applies the framework of Smith’s eastwood- inspired stages 
of masculinity—which this article refers to as “rough!,” “Tough!,” and 
“real Stuff!”—to college football’s soundscape. Coupled with Jansen’s 
conceptualization of war- adjacent discourses that manifest in sport, these 
case studies and interviews demonstrate that this American pastime’s 
soundscape portrays masculinity as an inherently militarized expression 
dependent on violence as a form of cultural capital.
“Rough!”—the Ideal Male Form
in Smith’s first stage of masculine progression, spectators gaze upon and 
appreciate the male form as it operates in an ideal, unbroken state. in 
college football stadiums, this stage occurs during the pregame period, 
in which players take the field to warm up, stretch, and perform prac-
tice drills.16 As players move through these activities some wear only a 
variation of their full uniform, perhaps without their pads or helmet, as 
they do noncontact stretches or exercises. others wear their complete 
armor, including helmets and pads protecting their heads, knees, and 
shoulders, as they perform contact drills. This period also marks the first 
opportunity for audience members to enter the stadium and take their 
seats, designating this space as the first in which the roles between spec-
tators (those in the stands) and spectacles (those on the field) are clearly 
defined. Here athletes’ bodies are at center stage as they are primed and 
prepared for the trials that will follow. During the pregame period, music 
serves both as an entertaining accompaniment and as a functional tool. 
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Table 2 outlines each of the selections encountered in this study during 
player warm- up periods across seven universities.
Time- out: A Case Study in pregame programming
To elaborate on one set of warm- up selections, on october 26, 2013, at 
the university of oregon (uo), players were guided from one warm-
 up activity to another by musical selections played over the stadium’s 
pA system. megan robertson, uo’s director of promotions and game-
day experience, explained that this music is chosen by the athletes and 
coaching staff, calling it “the players’ mix . . . what the players want to 
hear,” including music that “helps get them in the right mindset.”17 These 
pregame selections included Jay Z’s “public Service Announcement” 
(2012), Kanye West’s “Stronger” (2007), Daft punk’s “get lucky” (2013), 
Table 2. popular music Selections used in player Warm-ups
institution Selection performer genre
oSu “go off” (2012) Kb rap
oSu “momentum” (2012) Stevie Stone rap
WVu “Turn up” (2012) gent & Jawns rap
miCH “Started from the bottom” (2013) Drake rap
miCH “Swag Surfin’” (2009) F.l.Y. (Fast life 
Youngsters)
rap
miCH “All the Way Turnt up” (2010) roscoe Dash rap
miCH “i Don’t Want to Stop” (2007) ozzy osbourne metal
miCH “let’s go” (2004) lil Jon rap
miCH “We Still in This, bitch” (2013) b.o.b. rap
miCH “We own it” (2013) 2 Chainz rap
miCH “remember the Name” (2005) Fort minor rap
uo “public Service Announcement” (2003) Jay Z rap
uo “Stronger” (2007) Kanye West rap
uo “get lucky” (2013) Daft punk pop
uo “Joker and the Thief” (2005) Wolfmother metal
uo “blow up” (2010) J. Cole rap
iu “Heart of a Champion” (2004) Nelly rap
iu “Throw it up” (2002) lil Jon & the east  
Side boyz
rap
A&m “You Don’t Want These problems”  
(2013)
DJ Khaled rap
A&m “lose my mind” (2010) Young Jeezy rap
A&m “be a g” (2013) project pat rap
A&m “4 What” (2013) DJ Drama rap
uT “i’m a Coke boy” (2013) Chinx Drugz rap
uT “ball” (2012) T.i. rap
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Wolfmother’s “Joker and the Thief” (2005), and J. Cole’s “blow up” 
(2010). robertson indicated that at uo the pregame warm- up selections 
are specified by the coaching staff, while the production crew chooses 
the other musical selections amplified throughout the stadium during 
the remainder of the gameday activities. robertson described the ideal 
pregame ambience at uo as “intensity”: “The music that is played every 
game for the team is the rap, is the rock, is the intense, fire- it- up” brand 
of popular music that inspires players to “hit them hard, score early, 
score often.”18
 The pregame musical selections at uo not only designate timing to 
the athletes but also project additional messages onto the players. in 
“public Service Announcement,” Jay Z, a rapper, makes several claims 
regarding greatness that transfer to the athletes. The song opens with a 
voice- over that states, “i present this recording as a living testament and 
recollection of history in the makin’ durin’ our generation.” This message 
signifies that these athletes’ performances are of historic proportion. in 
the song’s final verse, Jay Z explicitly likens his own personality to that 
of an athlete: “Check out my swag yo, i walk like a ballplayer.” With this 
selection musical agents encourage audiences to admire the way these 
athletes carry themselves and how their movement is distinct from an 
average person’s. “Stronger,” a rap selection by Kanye West, repeats the 
message “that don’t kill me can only make me stronger,” which can be 
read as alluding to the athletes’ upcoming physical trials. The song’s 
opening lines, “Work it, make it, do it / makes us harder, better, faster, 
stronger,” encourage the athletes to improve their physique while indi-
cating to audiences the hardness, speed, and strength of the athletes’ 
“better” bodies.19 Following this, “get lucky” by Daft punk, an electronic 
popular music duo, signaled the next round of activities from the athletes 
on the field. This song includes the refrain “We’ve come too far to give up 
who we are / So let’s raise the bar and our cups to the stars.” During this 
pregame period, phrases like “we’ve come too far to give up” and “let’s 
raise the bar” celebrate the body of work the athletes have accomplished 
already and compel them to continue to exceed previous performance 
expectations. The song’s frequently repeated hook, “We’re up all night 
to get lucky,” can be read as expressing the audience’s joy at watching 
the athletes compete in this game or perhaps as an allusion to “scoring,” 
as the term connects sports to sexual conquest. A brief looped groove 
followed this selection and signaled that another group of players was 
joining those already warming up. once these new athletes arrived at 
their position on the field, Wolfmother’s “Joker and the Thief” prompted 
the players to begin their next set of activities. This heavy metal selection 
is full of distorted guitars playing virtuosic solos featuring fast arpeggios 
and lyrics describing mythological figures who are “always laughing 
in the midst of power / Always living in the final hour.”20 Finally, the 
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rap artist J. Cole’s “blow up” marked the final exercise for the players. 
This song is replete with references to physical power and destroying 
adversaries. This reading is bolstered by the song’s opening lines (“This 
is a song for my haters / Y’all got me feeling like the greatest”), which 
cite adversity as a means of self- improvement. After establishing this 
premise, Cole introduces the song’s primary refrain: “i’m about to blow 
up / i came up, i warmed up, the next up / i’m about to blow up.”21 
That this selection sounds during uo’s “warm- up” period is significant: 
“blow up” references a period of preparation preceding the subsequent 
physical contest between opponents. This selection was the final track 
that sounded before uo players vacated the field to conduct their final 
pregame preparations.
 The selections described above span a variety of genres, including 
rap, heavy metal, and electronic popular music. While these selections 
are disparate in their instrumentation, grooves, and lyrical focus, they 
are all upbeat selections by male performers that reinforce a construc-
tion of masculinity rooted in power and either violent strength or sexual 
conquest, qualities shared by the vast majority of the music played over 
stadium amplification that i encountered in my fieldwork. Furthermore, 
Ken mcleod has explored the connection between African American 
athletic performances and violent- themed rap, the genre that most domi-
nates the pregame section described above. mcleod explains, “Violent 
and rough play [in sport] often gets more television airtime than normal 
play, just as rap music generally reaches mainstream headlines when 
there has been some type of violent or criminal behavior,” leading to 
the perception that “overt aggression and violence . . . [are] acceptable 
means to achieve upward mobility.”22 pregame musical programming 
such as that found at uo further reinforces mcleod’s reading, reinforc-
ing stereotypes associating black masculinity with violence.23
Time- in: resuming “rough!”—the ideal male Form
All the additional selections listed in table 2 lend themselves to read-
ings such as the one above. by the conclusion of the players’ warm- up 
period the audience members have encountered numerous sonic signals 
prompting their appreciation of the athletes’ physiques and the power 
and potential that their figures represent. After the athletes vacate the 
field following warm- ups, another portion of the pregame stage begins, 
centered on the field show performed by the marching band.
 The music featured during the field show is largely centered on two 
themes: nationalism and celebration of the hosting institution. regarding 
the former, this period includes a moment of paninstitutional solidarity 
as the national anthem—and occasionally other patriotic selections—is 
performed by the marching band or a guest artist. This performance is 
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followed frequently by a moment of silence or an invocation. Typically, 
this patriotic moment is accompanied by some amount of martial imag-
ery, such as the presentation of the American flag by members of the 
armed forces. given the long- standing military band tradition, a wind 
band’s performance of the national anthem in this context reads as an 
example of warsound. occasionally, this sonic environment is bolstered 
by troops parachuting into the stadium and/or by fighter jet or helicop-
ter flyovers. Charles garrett went so far as to describe the spectacle of 
the National Football league’s (NFl) championship game, the Super 
bowl—which typically includes more of these signifiers than not—as a 
form of “nation- building” capable of projecting cultural imperialism at 
both the national and global levels.24
 pregame is also the stage at which marching bands introduce their 
university’s school- specific songs, such as a fight song or alma mater, as 
they create various formations on the field, such as an outline of the host-
ing institution’s state or by scripting the university’s initials on the field. 
Typically, the marching band members, in pseudomilitaristic uniforms, 
form a path for the football players to reenter the field for the contest as 
the musicians perform the university’s fight song, which celebrates the 
school’s athletic accomplishments. At uo the band’s pregame perfor-
mance concludes with “mighty oregon,” which describes the school’s 
athletes as “warriors” who dominate their opponents by “plough[ing] 
through the foeman’s line”:
oregon, our Alma mater, we will guard thee on and on.
Fellows gather ’round and cheer her; chant her glory, oregon.
roar the praises of her warriors, sing the story, oregon;
on to victory urge the heroes of our mighty oregon.
We will march, march, on down the field, fighting for oregon.
plough through the foeman’s line their strength we’ll defy.
We’ll give a long cheer for our men. We’re out to win again.
oSu [oregon State university] may fight to the end but we will  
 win.25
Following this performance, the football team takes the field, led by the 
university’s mascot, Donald Duck, who is donned in the university’s 
colors and who rides into the stadium upon a thoroughly masculine 
symbol of American culture: a Harley- Davidson motorcycle.
 Some variation of the pageantry described above occurred before each 
of the games included in my research, and this pregame ceremony is a 
standard component of the sport’s pageantry. As athletes prepare on the 
field, music reinforces the strength and capability of their bodies and 
invites audiences to appreciate the power that their bodies possess. As 
the pregame stage concludes, the marching band reinforces this mes-
sage while alluding to the coming contest, the stage in which players’ 
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bodies are tested against the strength of the opposing team. much like 
the audiences for eastwood’s western films, football’s spectators reach 
the conclusion of the first stage with an appreciation for the heroic male 
form and its capabilities but recognize that their heroes are about to face 
a period of difficulty and trial in which these bodies will be tested and 
potentially broken.
“Tough!”—Building Masculinity through Trial
The second stage by which masculinity is communicated in college foot-
ball—Smith’s stage of trial—consumes most of the time during which 
these events unfold. The use of warsound is paramount in this portion 
of the game: audiences are reminded of the value of football’s violence 
as they watch athletes struggle against each other while the game pro-
gresses. one of the most glaring examples of warsound in college foot-
ball is the frequent presence of sirens in stadiums as a means of asso-
ciating passing- centric offenses with wartime aerial assaults. of this 
study’s sixteen case studies, four universities incorporated air- raid sirens 
to represent either their offensive strategy or specific types of passing 
plays, including WVu, iu, A&m, and uK.26 An athletics production 
staff member for WVu (this study refers to him as “richard”) explained 
that the school implemented this specific sound effect in 2012: “After we 
scored seventy on Clemson in the orange bowl, and geno [Smith] and 
Tavon [Austin] and Stedman [bailey] were all coming back, they were 
like, ‘We’re going to throw a lot of bombs. So should we do an air raid 
siren?’ And there was discussion, and we said, ‘You know, let’s do it. 
Absolutely.’”27 Here richard describes his team as launching an aerial 
assault on its opposing forces, bombing their defenses under the guid-
ance of the school’s veteran quarterback, geno Smith. Further saturating 
WVu’s football soundscape with martial signifiers, a student dressed as 
the school’s mascot, the mountaineer, prowls the sidelines during games 
wielding a long rifle loaded with blanks, which he fires into the air at 
key moments, including after scores and when he leads the team onto 
the field. like their use of sirens, several other institutions across college 
football use mascots that carry firearms, including the oklahoma State 
Cowboys, the Texas Tech red raiders, and the Tennessee Volunteers. 
These mascots incorporate their weapons into central moments of foot-
ball’s pageantry through acts such as hoisting their gun(s) in the air while 
leading their football team onto the field while the marching band plays 
their fight song or by shooting blanks into the air following touchdowns, 
which are also accompanied by similar musical fanfare. The additional 
sonic elements of sirens and gunfire equate the physical sacrifices of the 
players on the field with those of soldiers defending the often- stated 
ideal of “freedom,” and this association is especially poignant, given 
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that athletes enter the field of play immediately following the pregame 
period’s nationalist tributes. in this way, athletes participate in an ongo-
ing war ritual that reinforces violent constructions of masculinity that 
are prevalent in the uS cultural mainstream.
 marching bands provide much of the interaction between music and 
the play- by- play action that occurs on the field. As is emphasized in the 
introduction to this article, marching bands are themselves martial sig-
nifiers. band members wear uniforms, and they move in rank- and- file 
blocks and utilize traditional military commands such as “ten- hut” to 
signal a collective motion to a common physical position. each institu-
tion in college football has one or more “fight songs” with unique lyrics 
that are traditionally played by their marching band. These tunes fol-
low similar formats and themes, which almost always include refer-
ences to battle, victory, and physical power. Fight songs are frequently 
implemented during football games as a means of celebrating specific 
developments, such as scoring plays on offense or forcing a turnover on 
defense. in this way, fight songs celebrate athletic accomplishments in 
the game while also urging the athletes to continue their battle for the 
remainder of the trial.
 in addition to playing fight songs, marching bands frequently punc-
tuate the game’s action with a clear martial signifier: bugle calls. These 
take many forms, including not only the classic “charge” cheer but also 
numerous other variations. Similarly, Florida State university’s (FSu) 
marching band performs a number of martial signifiers based on the 
school’s association with the Seminole tribe, including its famous “War 
Chant,” to which audience members move their arms vertically in a chop-
ping motion (see example 1).28 David plack, FSu’s director of athletic 
bands, described this particular selection’s power to influence a game 
by referencing a situation from the 2012 football season when FSu found 
itself down two scores to Clemson university:
The marching Chiefs single- handedly turned that stadium around, 
and the team fed off the “War Chant.” The “War Chant” just kept 
pumping away, as it always does, and the crowd fed off us. The 
team fed off us. The crowd fed the team. everything just kind of 
came around, and i think it’s very easy to say that if you don’t have 
a college marching band, would those types of turn- of- events and 
example 1. Florida State university’s “War Chant.” (Arrows represent audience 
members’ downward chopping motions.)
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switching happen? And i’m not so sure they would. i think there’s 
even some pretty good evidence to say, absolutely, the college band 
can have great effect on what’s happening on the field. . . . if you 
don’t have something playing that “War Chant,” i don’t know what 
the fans are doing at that point, and i think the team’s the same way: 
that they hear that, and i think it just drives them. i mean, i do.29
For plack, the band’s performance of this specific selection fueled the 
team competing on the field by unifying the crowd and thus urging the 
players to overcome their opponent.
 Aside from the above descriptions of warsound via direct references to 
militaristic sound, college football’s soundscape also draws heavily from 
cinematic representations of warrior masculinity, particularly within 
marching band repertoires. These selections are drawn from films that 
depict violent action, whether in the past, the future, or a fantasy. Table 
3 outlines the eight cinematic themes that were performed by march-
ing bands at multiple universities in this study.30 All of these selections 
are associated with strength, mostly violent strength, whether it is the 
single soldier battling an evil ruler in Gladiator, the warring families in 
Game of Thrones, or the man- eating shark of Jaws. indeed, it seems that 
this quality, violence, may be the only common thread between each 
of these selections, as some either have amoral associations, as is the 
case with the Game of Thrones theme, which is not connected with any 
particular character from the show, or are outright villainous, such as 
“The imperial march” associated with the evil Darth Vader from Star 
Wars.
Table 3. Cinematic/Television Themes encountered at multiple universities
Composer/performer Film/Show institutions
The immortals “Techno Syndrome” from  
Mortal Kombat (1995)
gT, miami, pur, uK
ramin Djawadi Theme to Game of Thrones  
(2011–)
miami, FSu
Claude-michel Schönberg “look Down” from  
Les Misérables (2012)
uT (performed by 
visiting band—oKST), 
uK
Walter Schumann Theme to Dragnet (1949–59) uF, WVu
leo Schifrin Theme to Mission: Impossible 
(1966–73)
WVu, uClA
John Williams “imperial march” from  
Star Wars (1977)
miami, WVu, uSC, 
bu, pur
John Williams Theme to Jaws (1975) uF, WVu, iu, pur
Hans Zimmer Theme to Gladiator (2000) miami, uo
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Time- out: A Case Study in Cinematic Associations
As a means of illustrating the extent to which cinematic associations—
such as representations of heroism and violence—are sonically projected 
onto football games, i offer the following brief account of a series of three 
plays and their accompanying musical context from iu’s game against 
the university of minnesota on November 2, 2013. early in the game, 
minnesota’s offense took to the field already holding a lead by a score 
of seven to three over the Hoosiers of iu. The Hoosier defense needed 
to stop minnesota’s offense on three consecutive plays in order to regain 
possession of the football and, hopefully, gain some momentum in the 
game. As minnesota’s offense took the field, the iu band performed an 
arrangement of Nino rota’s theme from the mafia tale The Godfather 
(1972), suggesting that there would be dire consequences for crossing 
the iu “family.” After iu successfully stopped minnesota’s first play, 
the iu band performed an arrangement of John Williams’s “Dual of the 
Fates” from Star Wars: The Phantom Menace (1999). in the original film, 
this musical theme accompanies the climactic showdown between the 
good Jedi knights and the evil Darth maul. The band’s performance 
here reinforced the message of the first selection while also signaling the 
importance of the upcoming play: a duel between opposing forces that 
could dramatically impact the outcome of the game. minnesota managed 
only an incomplete pass on its subsequent play, meaning the team would 
have one final opportunity to extend its possession, or it would have to 
cede control of the football to the iu offense. As minnesota prepared to 
run its subsequent play the iu band sounded another arrangement of a 
John Williams composition, the theme from shark- attack film Jaws (1975). 
preceding minnesota’s final opportunity to extend its drive, this musical 
selection implied the team’s imminent and ruthless elimination at the 
hands of iu’s man- eating defense. minnesota’s play would indeed fail 
to gain the necessary yardage to extend its drive, and it would return 
the ball to the iu offense as the band performed the school’s fight song, 
“indiana, our indiana.”
Time- in: resuming “Tough!”—building masculinity  
through Trial
The selections described in the account above are representative of three 
very different types of films—a mafia drama, a science fiction epic, and 
a shark- attack thriller, respectively—but they do share one common ele-
ment that also situates each as being appropriate for implementation 
into college football’s soundscape: the threat of violence.31 Addition-
ally, as is the case with the sirens, gunshots, fight songs, and bugle calls 
described above, these cinematic selections are woven into the game on 
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a play- by- play basis, informing the game’s violent action on the fly and 
reinforcing its message of masculine power. of course, some universi-
ties draw musical selections directly from cinema at a higher rate than 
others, but each marching band represented in this study drew at least 
some portion of its repertoire from movie soundtracks, and it seems that 
in most cases a piece must reinforce this core message at some level in 
order to be a candidate for inclusion in football’s soundscape.
 musical selections sounded over pA systems also contribute to the 
experience of warsound. Ken mcleod describes the popular music 
accompanying football as consisting largely of “white- dominated hard 
rock, heavy metal, and country music—in addition to marching bands.”32 
This study certainly affirms mcleod’s first two listed genres, but the use 
of country music is not nearly as ubiquitous as rock and heavy metal. 
While these styles of music may not be as directly militaristic as the 
examples of warsound described above, they do engage with the game’s 
trial stage through their various references to strength and power, which 
occur both musically and stylistically. in his consideration of heavy metal, 
robert Walser cites a multitude of ways in which heavy metal bands 
“evoke power and intensity,” including choosing names that allude to 
power (AC/DC), danger (Scorpions), or dangerous objects (iron maiden), 
as well as by their extensive use of power chords, which Walser points 
to as the “one feature that underpins the coherence of heavy metal as 
a genre.”33 This chord, an open fourth or fifth typically performed on a 
heavily amplified and distorted electric guitar, is also shared by much of 
the music categorized as hard rock.34 because of this music’s powerful 
and intense qualities, musical agents readily include it in the soundscape 
of a football game to the extent that the uo marching band director, eric 
Wiltshire, described the atmosphere inside uo’s stadium as a “‘heavy 
metal’ vibe.”35 While uo may be more explicit in its affiliation with these 
types of music, this connection is certainly not unique to uo’s games. 
This study found numerous examples of heavy metal / hard rock selec-
tions at virtually every institution sampled. baylor university provides 
one such example, as its band played guns N’ roses’ “Welcome to the 
Jungle” and AC/DC’s “back in black” repeatedly in the game against 
oklahoma university in November 2013. That these sonic practices are 
even pervasive at baylor—a private, conservative, protestant univer-
sity that one would expect to reject musical styles associated with blas-
phemous behavior and mysticism—demonstrates that heavy metal and 
football are inextricably linked.36 if baylor is going to participate in big- 
time college football, it is expected to participate in it sonically as well, 
which requires drawing upon these musical styles that “evoke power 
and intensity.”37
 it is worth noting that warsound works in two ways. A number of 
authors have produced recent scholarship on music and modern war, 
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and there is striking overlap between the musical styles preferred in 
football stadiums and those preferred in battle. in her analysis of Ameri-
can troops’ personal music devices during the iraq War, lisa gilman 
notes that while individual soldiers’ playlists were surprisingly diverse, 
“heavy metal and hardcore rap genres were pervasive.”38 These same 
genres were easily the most preferred among football stadiums. Table 4 
outlines the most frequently utilized performers or performing groups 
and their corresponding genre of performance from all the stadiums 
included in this study.39 it demonstrates that metal and hard rock are 
the most dominant commercial musical styles within college football 
stadiums, with rap maintaining a clear position behind these genres. 
The isley brothers are the sole nonmetal, nonrap representative on the 
list, thanks to the enduring popularity of their song “Shout” (1959).40
 J. martin Daughtry found trends similar to those found by gilman 
in his analysis of a soldier’s playlist for battle, which was published on 
Colby buzzell’s personal blog, “my War: Killing Time in iraq” (see table 
5). For Daughtry, this playlist reflects the “complex dialectical tension 
between the semantic field of the lyrics and performative elements such 
as prosody, timbre, instrumentation, and accent in many of the songs on 
this list.” Some selections, such as rem’s “Shiny Happy people,” rep-
resent a certain “ironic distanciation” that was “likely one of buzzell’s 
tactics for staying sane during his tour of duty.” one could make a similar 
Table 4. most Frequently encountered performers in Stadiums: genre
performer genre Stadiums institutions
White Stripes rock 11 gT, miami, oSu, WVu, miCH, uSC, 
uo, iu, uT, pur, uK
Kernkraft 400 metal 10 gT, miami, FSu, WVu, uSC, STAN, 
uo, um, pur, uK
Fall out boy rock 8 gT, FSu, WVu, uSC, uo, iu, pur, uK
AC/DC metal 8 miami, oSu, WVu, miCH, STAN, bu, 
pur, uK
macklemore and ryan 
lewis
rap 8 miami, FSu, oSu, WVu, iu, bu, pur, 
uK
Kanye West rap 7 miami, uSC, uo, bu, A&m, pur, uK
ozzy osbourne / black 
Sabbath
metal 6 WVu, miCH, uClA, iu, pur, uK
guns N’ roses metal 5 miami, uClA, iu, bu, pur
led Zeppelin rock 5 miami, miCH, bu, uT, uK
metallica metal 5 miami, uClA, iu, pur, uK
eminem rap 5 WVu, miCH, uSC, iu, pur
lil Jon rap 5 miami, miCH, iu, uT, pur
isley brothers r&b 5 miCH, uSC, uo, pur
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case for the national popularity in football stadiums of the isley brothers’ 
“Shout,” which may offer a distraction from football’s violence with its 
message of childlike love and danceable groove.41 other selections on 
buzzell’s playlist carry certain “sonic icon[s] for aggression,” such as the 
“crushing power chords” of black Sabbath’s “iron man.”42 This selec-
tion is, of course, shared between the soundscapes of both football and 
war, but Daughtry’s description of its “crushing power chords” could 
easily be applied to most of the music produced by the metal and rock 
performers included in table 4.
 of course, music’s meaning is connected to its context. in the case of 
soldiers tasked with performing violent acts, musical selections—whether 
Table 5. Colby buzzell’s “Soundtrack to Violance [sic]”
Kill The poor/Dead Kennedys
You’re Nobody Till Somebody loves You/Dean martin
Anything and everything by SlAYer
Stuck in The middle With You/Stealers Wheel
What A Wonderful World/louis Armstrong
Speak english or Die/S.o.D.
bombs over baghdad/outcast
Theme Song from The good The bad And The ugly
imperial march from Star Wars*
Kill em All/metallica
lets Start A War, Army life, and blown To bits/The exploited
Starts and Stripes Forever
Welcome To The Jungle/guns And roses*
ride of the Valkyries/Wagner
paint it black/rolling Stones
Die Die Die my Darling/misfits
give peace A Chance/John lennon
Shiny Happy people/rem
Show No mercy/Cro-mags
We Care A lot/Faith No more
Danger Zone/Kenny loggins (Top gun Song)
Countdown to extinction/megadeath
it’s Clobberin’ Time/Sick of it all
iron man/black Sabbath*
i Don’t Care About You/FeAr
bloody Sunday/u2
orange Crush/rem
Never gonna Stop/rob Zombie
Seek and Destroy/metallica
Note: The asterisks indicate selections that were also encountered in one or more of the sixteen games 
included in this study. Source: Colby buzzell’s personal blog, “my War: Killing Time in iraq,” quoted 
in J. martin Daughtry, Listening to War: Sound, Music, Trauma, and Survival in Wartime Iraq (New York: 
oxford university press, 2015), 231.
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inherently violent or not—carry unique meaning into this setting. Jona-
than pieslak explains that for soldiers,
their combat environment seems to largely influence how they inter-
pret meaning in metal and rap. The songs chosen as an inspiration 
for combat appear to lend themselves, through timbre, performance, 
text, or some musical feature, to an understanding of meaning that 
relates to the experiences of combat or violence. . . . in this way, some 
soldiers connect the music to aspects of their surrounding environ-
ment, which involves combat. The social interpretation of metal and 
rap is constructed such that aspects of these genres “articulate” or 
reinforce soldiers’ feelings and experiences of combat and violence.43
The same is true in the less so but still violent setting of a football game. 
music that works in this sport largely does so because it maps easily 
onto the experiences of those in the stadium. baylor university’s use 
of the powerful, virtuosic guitar solo introduction to guns N’ roses’ 
“Welcome to the Jungle” fuels a crowd cheering for a defensive stop. 
The same can be said of Kanye West’s “power,” black Sabbath’s “iron 
man,” and eminem’s “lose Yourself.” These selections are very differ-
ent in style and in content, but they are applicable in these situations 
because of their shared context.
 in sum, the music accompanying the trial stage of a college football 
game, including all of the actual game, is an important component of 
football’s projected masculinity. by appropriating instances of warsound 
through sounds adapted from, for, or with war, college football reinforces 
the ideal male form as being forged through trial, with players’ bodies 
tried and broken as they progress through a crucial stage in the process 
of making a man. but the end of the game, and thus the trial stage, is 
not the end of the process of masculine framing. Smith’s next stage rein-
forces the value of the first two stages by demonstrating (or creating) 
the ultimate glory that the trial ensures: the triumph of the male not in 
spite of but because of his physical tribulation.
“Real Stuff!”—Moral and Cultural Triumph
The period following a football game’s conclusion is a time of reflection, 
camaraderie, and celebration. Here the game’s focus shifts from the tri-
als of the game to a larger framework of understanding that includes 
the team’s history; the personal experiences of players, coaches, and 
fans; and the sport’s cultural significance. michael oriard alludes to this 
framework when he writes of football’s “romantic possibility”: “it is not 
simply violence that spectators . . . celebrate in football, but the human 
capacity to withstand violence and create something beautiful despite it, 
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or even from it.”44 oriard’s description is fully realized in the postgame 
period, Smith’s final stage of masculine projection, as coaches and play-
ers greet each other in the middle of the field, put the physical contest 
behind them, and congratulate each other on a game well played. many 
times, this moment is followed by players gathering for other displays 
of masculine camaraderie, whether by kneeling together for a prayer or 
by standing arm in arm to sing their school’s fight song or alma mater. 
Such displays symbolize the moral development that the game’s violence 
supposedly enables: opposing teams demonstrate their mutual respect 
for each other and demonstrate their selfless affinity for their teammates 
as they stand together as a single unit. These displays engender the value 
of such violent trials. As is the case with Smith’s analysis of eastwood’s 
westerns, players’ masculinity is established through the presentation 
and trial of their physical form, allowing the cultivation of these mas-
culine qualities.
 There are a number of sonic cues that accompany this period and 
reinforce its role in representing the triumph of football’s romantic pos-
sibility. The band’s performance of its institution’s alma mater is perhaps 
the sonic moment that most distinguishes this stage from the previous 
two. With the game’s violent moments completed, players and audience 
members are invited to participate in the performance of these slower- 
tempo tunes, which are frequently structured as four- part chorales. These 
selections differ sharply from the up- tempo fight songs and commercial 
music that saturates the game’s previous stages. This moment acts as 
a closing hymn, reinforcing the doctrine of an institution’s supporters. 
WVu’s alma mater offers one such example, and its lyrics position the 
events of the game within the larger cultural framework of the institu-
tion’s history:
Alma, our Alma mater,
The home of mountaineers
Sing we of thy honor
everlasting through the years
Alma, our Alma mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail! our Alma mater,
West Virginia u.45
 Following the game’s physical trials, similar songs situate the events 
of the day as small parts of a larger, honorable, everlasting organiza-
tion that includes more not only athletes but also all who identify as 
mountaineers. The ultimate “triumph” is one’s inclusion as a part of 
this history. other institutions achieve the same effect by playing non- 
institution- specific selections that are appropriated for these purposes, 
such as performances of Stephen Foster’s “my old Kentucky Home” at 
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uK and the university of louisville. in both cases, audience members 
sing the tune’s nostalgic lyrics as a means of signifying the institution 
with which they are affiliated, similarly positioning their games in a 
larger framework of cultural significance:
The sun shines bright on the old Kentucky home.
’Tis summer, the people are gay;
The corn top’s ripe and the meadow’s in the bloom,
While the birds make music all the day;
The young folks roll on the little cabin floor,
All merry, all happy, and bright;
by ’n by hard times comes a- knocking at the door,
Then my old Kentucky home, good- night!
Weep no more my lady,
oh weep no more today!
We will sing one song for the old Kentucky home,
For the old Kentucky home far a- way!46
 regardless of whether universities use musical selections that are 
unique to their institution or are appropriated from other origins, their 
selections typically share a number of qualities: slow tempos, simple 
melodies that easily allow for communal singing, and nostalgic lyrics 
that provide a larger cultural context. These traits allow for maximum 
participation in these rituals as players and audience members alike 
are invited to celebrate their institution’s history, as well as the cultural 
values that football espouses.
 beyond the singing of the alma mater, the postgame period’s tone is 
dramatically affected by the outcome of the game: a last- minute victory 
comes with a considerably larger dose of celebration than a last- minute 
defeat, and victories or defeats by a large margin each carry their own 
distinctions, as lopsided games frequently lead to dwindling audience 
numbers before a game’s conclusion. Among this project’s case studies, at 
least four institutions’ postgame rituals included additional celebratory 
musical selections beyond what is described above. Following wins at the 
university of Southern California, the football team gathers around the 
marching band, and one of the athletes leads the band in a performance 
of “Conquest,” one of the school’s songs, using a sword as a conduct-
ing baton.47 At WVu football games the sound operator only plays John 
Denver’s “Country roads” through the pA system in the case of a win. 
richard explained that “Country roads” is “a reward for a victory” 
that players do not earn after a loss. richard continued, “if we lose, you 
shouldn’t be celebrating and saying, ‘oh, what the heck, let’s just sing 
“Country roads.”’ Dang it, you lost.” Stanford university’s unofficial 
fight song is an arrangement of Free’s “All right Now” (1970), but its 
student- led band reserves a special arrangement of the tune exclusively 
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for performance after wins.48 uT has performed a number of differ-
ent selections following wins over the past several years, including an 
arrangement of DJ Khaled’s “All i Do is Win” (2010) in 2012 and Cameo’s 
“Talkin’ out the Side of Your Neck” (1984) for the 2013 season.49 in each 
of these situations, these selections are used to bridge the second and 
third stages of the game, connecting the physical victory of the second 
stage to the larger context of the victory in the third.
 Despite these institutional distinctions among postgame practices, the 
pageantry of this period fulfills the third and final of Smith’s stages of 
masculinity, completing the celebration of the male physical form and its 
potential power. This process spans the pregame period’s presentation 
of the male figure; the game period, in which the male figure is tested; 
and the postgame celebration of masculine strength, which is enabled 
via nostalgic celebration.
Moving Forward
in a 2013 interview, then uS president barack obama revealed that on 
a personal level he could not ignore recent findings regarding the long- 
term consequences of football’s violence, stating, “i would not let my 
son play football.”50 obama’s comments were preceded by a multitude 
of publications on traumatic brain injuries resulting from playing foot-
ball, including one study from earlier that year linking numerous mani-
festations of brain trauma, including depression and dementia, to the 
injuries sustained by professional football players.51 later that year, the 
NFl settled a lawsuit filed by former players suffering from concussion- 
related trauma, awarding them $765 million.52 New studies continue 
to reveal more about the sport’s inherent dangers, including a study 
conducted on recently deceased professional football players that found 
that eighty- seven of ninety- one former players suffered from chronic 
traumatic encephalopathy, a degenerative brain disease resulting from 
repetitive trauma to the head.53 Such findings have resulted in heightened 
concerns regarding football’s safety at all levels of the sport.
 obama’s brief statement on the matter signifies a great deal regard-
ing the status of football in the united States. obama rejected the long- 
standing association between football and American identity that george 
C. marshall and John and robert Kennedy so emphatically endorsed. 
Whereas football’s lessons in strength and strategy were previously 
enough to warrant its esteemed position among American pastimes, 
the growing fears and concerns surrounding the modern game, and 
exemplified by obama’s comments, represent a potential cultural shift 
in which physical power and expressions of it are no longer perceived to 
be as valuable as holistic health, which includes emotional and mental 
components in addition to physical ones. Americans are pursuing longer, 
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healthier lives instead of the stronger, more imposing power that football 
represents, while anxieties regarding football’s violence have spread to 
all levels of the game. it appears that declining youth participation may 
be the first sign of decreasing popularity for the sport.54 These concerns 
threaten the profitability of the entire football industry, prompting rule 
revisions across all the sport’s levels in an attempt to limit the types of 
player- to- player contact that may result in head trauma. Additionally, the 
NFl began providing grant funding to the National institute of Health 
for further concussion research in late 2013, demonstrating that even at 
the sport’s highest level its governing officials are taking steps to attempt 
to evolve the game, hoping that it will maintain its appeal as the world 
becomes more aware of the game’s dangers.55
 However, for those who prefer and defend traditional American 
constructions of masculine power, there is still significant resistance 
to reforming football culture, as is exemplified by the shift in rhetoric 
about the sport from the obama administration to the Trump admin-
istration. Whereas obama expressed concern about player safety and 
overall health, sitting uS president Donald Trump attacked athletes who 
challenged football’s construction of militarized masculinity. At a cam-
paign rally in Huntsville, Alabama, on September 22, 2017, Trump stated, 
“Wouldn’t you love to see one of these NFl owners, when somebody 
disrespects our flag, to say, ‘get that son of a bitch off the field?’”56 Trump 
doubled down on his rhetoric, tweeting several times the following day 
and suggesting that NFl players who do not stand for the flag should 
be fired.57 Trump’s comments referred to a then year- old ongoing pro-
test taking place during NFl pregame ceremonies started by quarter-
back Colin Kaepernick. During the 2016 preseason, reporters noticed 
that Kaepernick was opting not to stand during the pregame national 
anthem. When asked about his reasoning for this (in)action, Kaepernick 
stated, “i am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a country 
that oppresses black people and people of color. . . . To me, this is bigger 
than football and it would be selfish on my part to look the other way. 
There are bodies in the street and people getting paid leave and getting 
away with murder.”58 Kaepernick’s explanation connected his protest to 
the growing black lives matter movement, which developed in protest 
of numerous black victims of police violence and systematic injustice.59 
Weeks after Kaepernick began sitting, he shifted his method of protest to 
kneeling during the anthem after receiving guidance from former NFl 
player and retired green beret Nate boyer, who suggested that kneeling 
would be a more respectful posture toward the military and veterans. 
Kaepernick took boyer’s advice, and dozens of athletes around the NFl 
joined the protests by similarly taking a knee during the anthem.60 These 
players’ rationale for kneeling as a means of honoring the military was 
inadequate for Trump, who accused them of still “disrespect[ing] our 
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country, our flag, our anthem.”61 in his 2017 Huntsville speech, Trump’s 
critical commentary on football did not end with his comments about 
the anthem protests but continued as a lamentation about the loss of the 
glory days of football. Trump maintained that NFl’s television ratings 
were down in large part because of the decrease in violence resulting 
from an increase in penalties for illegal tackles. Trump explained, “You 
know today if you hit too hard—fifteen yards. Throw him out of the 
game. They had that last week. i watched for a couple of minutes. Two 
guys, just really beautiful tackle. boom, fifteen yards! The referee gets 
on television. His wife is sitting at home; she’s so proud of him. They’re 
ruining the game. They’re ruining the game. That’s what they want to do. 
They want to hit. it is hurting the game.”62 For Trump, both the anthem 
protests and the decrease in football’s violence are connected reasons 
that the sport is decreasing in popularity and moving away from what 
Trump maintains is respectable American culture. To him, militarized 
masculinity is American masculinity; hence, he finds any aberration to 
football’s alignment of violent action and patriotism to be inherently 
disrespectful.63
 The cases of obama and Trump make it clear that football is a nexus 
of the culture war currently playing out in American society and politics. 
While college football has largely avoided being pulled into the anthem 
controversy by virtue of the fact that college players are not typically on 
the field during the national anthem, the sport’s soundscape resists any 
shift away from idealized expressions of violent strength and instead 
actively reinforces the construction of masculinity endorsed by george 
C. marshall and the Kennedy brothers: a manliness centered on physical 
power and violent expression. This Trumpian brand of masculinity is 
expressed on the stage of a football field, as players are displayed, broken, 
and then celebrated, and these messages are reinforced via the sport’s 
warsound- laced soundscape. So while scientific research has prompted 
the sport’s various organizing bodies to make rule changes to lessen the 
game’s violence in the name of safety, this humanistic consideration of 
college football’s culture reveals that the sport is miles away from fun-
damental change, still defining a man’s “real Stuff!” as being “rough!” 
and “Tough!”
NoTeS
This article is indebted to many people. especial thanks to ron pen and Diana Hallman, 
who both read early drafts of this essay and offered useful suggestions for improvement. 
i also presented an early iteration of this essay at the Society for ethnomusicology’s mid-
west chapter meeting at lawrence university in 2014, and the feedback i received there 
was formative the article’s ultimate direction. i also want to acknowledge the university 
of Kentucky’s graduate School, Friends of music, and Keith macAdam endowment for 
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American music, all of which supported my fieldwork financially. Final thanks to this 
article’s reviewers and to the American Music editor, gayle magee, for their invaluable 
critiques.
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